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BALANCE OF TRADE ANNOUNCEMENTS AND MOVEMENTS IN EXCHANGE
RATES- KEIVAN DERAVI, PHILIP GREGOROWICZ AND CHARLES E. HEGJI IN
SOUTHERN ECONOMIC JOURNAL VOL. 55, NO. 2 OCTOBER 1988
Summary of the Malo Issues

The paper focusse.d on short run movements in exc~e
rates in reaction to the United States Commerce department s
monthly announcements of merchandise trade balances. It
sets out to explore the relationship between monthly merchandise trade- announcements, the spot and forward exchange
rates and the possible reaction of the Federal Reserve syst~m
to the depreciation or appreciation of the dollar ~esultmg
from an announced deficit/surplus in the merchandise trade
account. The attraction of the study lies in its identification of
the possible impact of trade announcements on spot and
forward exchange rates as well as its ~q~ into whether
capital flows, and interest rates are contr1butmg factors to ~e
outcome of merchandise trade balance. It also made an~diret:t"referencc co the im-pact of interest rates on merchandise
trade balance.
.
Taking changes in exchange rates as a funct1«;>n of the U.S.
Commerce Department's monthly merchandise trade announcements the trade accouncement is decom~d into
expected and unexpected components in which the relative
strengths of the components depend on the efficiency of the
market. Based on the theory of rational expectations, when
participants have perfect knowledge of the market and the
announcements are expected, the effects on the trade balance
or asset prices might be expected to be zero while' only the
unexpected component may have significant impact on asset
prices.
The relationship between the spot exchange rates and
trade announcements is specified in a function which relates
changes in the :.pot exchange rate to expected and unexpected
components ot the trade announcements, such that when the
market is efficient and trade announcements are expected the
sign and magnitude of the associated parameter would indi,
cate a zero change. Op che otherhand, the sign of the
parameter of the unexpected component of trade announcements depends on the perception of market participants about trade induced d~mand for foreign exch~n~e
and expectations about tb,e reactions of monetary authon~1es
to the information provided in trade announcements. The sign
could be positive when marl.et participants expect a deficit
trade balance to lead to further import in'auced demand for
foreign exchange or wh~n they think that an unexpcct~~y
large trade deficit would encourage the monetary authonttes
to depreciate the value of the dollar.
.
The covered interest rate parity theory was apphed to test
for the presence of any anticipated monetary response
through capital flows and interest rates movem~nt. The
covered interest parity was given as equal to the difference
between domestic and foreign interest rates. Put in another
way, the premium on spot cxc~ge rate_ sh~uld be equal to
the difference between domestic• and for~,gn mterest rates for
parity to hold. It is thus implied th~t ~he value of th~ forward
premium depends on markc~ parllc1panls percept10~ ~f future capital flows, the reaction of monetary authonttes to
trade announcements and the predicted" values of both
domestic and foreign interest rates after the trade announcements. However, the cpvered interest parity was not
the main focus of the paper but the possible impact df trade .
announcemenb on domestic and foreign interest rates was

recognised and this formed the main point of departure of the
study from previous works in this re~d.
.
The study identified market participants reactton to trade
announcements as a fuac~n of both the magnitude of the
trade deficit announced and me-perception of the reaction of
the monetary authorities to the announcement. Between 1980
and 1985 the trade deficit average $5.69 billion but it rose
sharply t~ $13.64 billion 1985 and 1987. In the first sub-period,
both the spot and forward premium failed to respond to trade
announcements. This was probably because market participants did not perceive the deficits as large enough to
provoke large demand for fore~gn exc~e and the mo~etary
authorities may not have constdered foreign exchange inte!vention as a major objective of monetary and econonnc
management. However, the constant parameters showed significant movements thus indicating that factors other than
trade announcements may have been responsible for significant exchange rate movements. !he impli~ appr~on
of the dollar against four of the maJor currencies used m the
study would appear to explain the positive signs of the constant parameters.
During the second sub-period 1985-1987, spot e ~ e
!'ates showed a high degree of response to unantiapated
balance of trade announcements. Five of the six currencies
studied responded significantly as about 30 per cent of the
movement of the closing spot rate was explained by the announcement. However, the reaction of the forward premiums
to the trade announcements were less sign..:1cant. This indicates a weak link between trade announcements and the
following variables; anticipated future capital flows, future
interest rate movements, anticipated future changes in export
and import flows as perceived by market participants. The
non-response of forward rates to unanticipated trade announcements suggested- xnarket inefliciencies althoug!i it is
possible that the forward premiums w~re b~e~ on ~xchange
rate expections which might not have moved m line with actual
data.
The continuous widening of the forward premium suggested either that market participants took the deficits in the
trade balance as indications of future deficits or that increasing deficits were expected to lead the monetary authorities to
depreciate further the value of the dollar.
Although the study did not directly address interest rate
responses, it indicated that if interest rate parity held, the
expected depreciation of the forward exchange rate vis-a-vis
the spot exchange rate represents the response of the
monetary authorities through increases in interest rates. This
would be more likely if domestic monetary expansion is already high and net capital inflow is declining.
The main fmdings in the paper can be summed up as
follows; Prior to 1985, the response of _foreign exchange
markets to trade announcements was marginal but after 1985
there was strong evidence of market response, the dollar
depreciated in both the spot and forward markets during the
period covered by the study and widening of the forward
premiums after 1985 was an indication of the anticipation of
widening gaps between U.S. domestic and foreign interest
rates in the future.
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Assessment

The article made a consistent attempt to identify the implications of official ~rade announcements for t~e foreign
exchange and domestic money markets. The findings by the
authors that spot exchange rates responded to unanticipated
trade deficit announcement£ while forward exchange rates
did not between 1985 and 1987 was expected. This is because
spot rates are dependent on curreni m~kertrends an~ anticipated and future market trend~. Drawing fr_om the ~~llonal
expectation theory of neo- classic~ e~onom1cs, anttc1pated
trade deficit announcements would md1cate tnat market participanrs based their judgement on relevan. economic factors
and applied a ..::orrectly specified modd. On the othcrhand,
unanticipated trade deficit announcements could be due to
faulty forecast based on inappropriate information o~ changing economic conditions. Hedging a&aim.t specul~t1on and
unstable market trends in the future lorms the basis for estimating the forward exchange rate. This fact did not appeal
to the authors. However the argument of imperfection in
market information may hold only if it is advanced._ in relation
to an incorrectlv c:.timatcJ fl>rward cxd1angc rate.
Although the authors suggested that the e~pecta~ion_ of
higher interest rate difercnti.ils_betwccn Jom~st1c _and foreign
interest rates LWt\ be re-.plms1blc for the w1demng gap between the spot and forward _cX<.'.hangc rate_:. during t~e period
covered by the :.tuJy, they c.hd not show this condus,vel~. The
relationship may only be ~1direct throu~h ~evdopmcnts_ m the
IDODCY stock. A~ a result, 11 1s better to ~~nut t~c reason ~or the
wideoing nf intcrei.t rak gap to the elh:ct ol the cont?J~ous
deficit in the trade balanci:. The deficits In.I market parllnpats
1

to believe that the exchange rate would continue to depreciate
as a corrective measure.
The period covered by the Study ~980-1987 was ra!her
short. A longer series would have provided more observations
and a firmer basis for making conclusive statements on the
impact of trade announcements on exchang~ rates. However,
in Nigeria where a forward market for foretgn exchange has
not developed it may be difficult to apply the model adopted
in this study to determine the relationship between trade
announcements and forward exchange rates.Also the fact that
information may not be available on various indi~tors nee~
to form rational expectations and that even where information
is available final outturn may differ from expection due to the
volatility of the oil market, announce~ trade balan'7S ~y
differ from expectations most of the tune. The relationship
between spot exchange rates and announced _trade ~~ce
which may be unexpected ~y not follow _a umq°': directw~
since the domestic currency IS not convertible and its value IS
not strict Iv determined by developments in the international
foreign exhange markets. The exchang~ rate, dete~ed by
managed auction system anay not move m sysmpathy with the
trade balance.
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